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Control of shutter speed allows us to capture motion. Fast shutter speeds stop 
motion. This can be seen the images of the glasses of cranberry juice and 
food dye. Slow shutter speeds can capture the abstract blur of motion such as 
feathers falling and zooming in on the Christmas decorations. I use just a plan 
white poster paper to create the white backdrop. 

Capturing Motion - Freeze & BlurCapturing Motion - Freeze & Blur



Aperture controls the depth of focus. A shallow depth of field allows me to capture that creamy background and 
simplify the image. This technique can be seen in the images of the magnets, whiffle ball, and electronic board. A 
deep depth of field can be seen in the image of the shelves and clipboards. This is useful when you want to see  
clearer for further. In this image is allows you to see the repeating pattern. 

Controlling Depth - Deep & ShallowControlling Depth - Deep & Shallow



El Faro - Perspective of Twelve El Faro - Perspective of Twelve 



Portraits - Bannack Ghost Town 

Portraits are one of the most common forms of photography. Every image of 
a person has the power to tell a story. These images are from Bannack Ghost 
Town in Montana. Different lighting techniques were used, from natural light to 
large studio lights. Having the subject look straight at the camera can be very 
powerful, especially when done with purpose. Other times, it is more flattering 
to place them on angles to you or having them look away from the camera.

Portraits - Bannack Ghost Town 



Environmental Portraits - WeldingPortraits - Bannack Ghost Town 



Macro Photography - Close Up & PersonalMacro Photography - Close Up & Personal

Macro photography allows us to see the world in a new, unique way. I use macro 
filters to allow my camera to stay in focus even as I focus on small objects. The 
camera needs plenty of light to capture macro images while on a high shutter 
speed. High shutter speeds prevent blur that can ruin macro images. Water 
droplets can create little mirrors, reflecting whatever is behind them, such as 
those on the asparagus stalks. 



Fine Art - Bannack Ghost Town Fine Art - Bannack Ghost Town 

Fine art photography is a form of artwork, created by the photographer under 
their artistic vision. It is different from representational photography, such as 
photojournalism, and commercial photography because it isn’t created to 
advertise or to represent anything, but to beautify, express, define, and expound.  
It is something that someone would want to hang on their wall, and can often be 
sold for this purpose. 



Creative - Photography & EditingTypography - Door Knobs & Handles

Levitation is created by 
taking multiple images 
in the same location 
using a tripod and then 
Photoshop to mask the 
images together. 

Conceptual 
photography tells 
stories. In this case it 
is of a lonely school 
teacher. Use of color, 
or lack thereof in this 
case, helps express the 
emotion of the scene. 

Ghosts can be captured 
by leaving a shutter 
speed open for a long 
period of time while the 
subject moves.



Past Images - Before Winter 2017Past Images - Before Winter 2017



Contact
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/alexis-moser-visualcomm
Email: alexismoser2295@gmail.com

Follow
Blog: https://xcrunnergirl22.wordpress.com/
Instagram: @moser_alexis
Twitter: https://twitter.com/moserbyui

About
I am a visual media, communications major at Brigham Young University-Idaho. I grew up holding the 
reflector at my mother’s photoshoots and watching her edit albums. This led to my love of photography and 
design. Outside of design and photography, I love to run, hike, cook, read, and garden. I grew up in the 
beautiful Idaho Snake River Valley and I love to take advantage of living in such incredible area by camping, 
hiking, exploring, and taking pictures.

Credits
Original photography, editing, and layout design of this photobook by Alexis Moser.
Stars image blended with mine, page 18 and 19: http://more-sky.com/group/starry-sky-wallpaper/
Background Texture is from textures.com 
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